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C A R E ™  P E R S P E C T I V E S

ASCO EHA 2020

The American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) and European Hematology Association (EHA) recently hosted 
their virtual annual meetings May 29th-31st and June 11th-21st, respectively. This CARE™ Update from ASCO and EHA 
focuses on trials presented in CLL, MM, NHL, and Acute Leukemia. Full abstract and session presentation content 
are available on at: 

ASCO: https://meetinglibrary.asco.org/browse-meetings/2020%20ASCO%20Virtual%20Scientific%20Program

EHA: https://library.ehaweb.org/eha/#!*menu=16*browseby=9*sortby=1*trend=4016 

2020 Marks the 15th Anniversary of CARE™  
and 15th Anniversary of CARE™ Hematology Faculty

Review and Abstract selection provided  
by CARE™ Hematology Faculty members:

Dr. Alina Gerrie MD, MPH, FRCPC  
VCH Research Institute (British Columbia) 

Dr. Carolyn Owen MD, FRCPC 
Alberta Health Services (Alberta) 

Dr. Versha Banerji MD, FRCPC 
CancerCare Manitoba Foundation (Manitoba) 
 
Dr. Peter Anglin MD, FRCPC, MBA  
Stronach Regional Cancer Centre (Ontario)

In this issue of CARE™ Perspectives ASCO/EHA:

•     Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia (CLL)
•     Multiple Myeloma (MM)
•     Non-Hodgkin's Lymphoma (NHL)
•     Acute Myeloid Leukemia (AML)
•     CARETM Response to COVID-19
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CARE™ Retrospective Look in CLL

01. CHRONIC LYMPHOCYTIC  
LEUKEMIA (CLL)

Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia 01

CARE™ Faculty has extensively covered key news in CLL. Review and reporting of news was framed from a Canadian perspective, 
augmented with CARE™ guidance providing insight on how to adopt in practice to improve patent outcomes. A snapshot 
of select storylines (not exhaustive) and CARE™ Guidance follows. To access these and more archived content please visit:  
https://careeducation.ca/publications-media

2012/2013 

• Current treatment algorithms assess patient fitness for aggressive frontline therapy.

• Clinical trials for CLL now offer inclusive enrollment of elderly or unfit patients as well as those with comorbidities.

• Therapies that target new signaling pathway’s show benefit in clinical trials.

• B-cell receptor signaling emerges an appealing therapeutic target with Ibrutinib and Idelalisib showing improvements in 
survival and toxicity in the R/R setting.

• HELIOS Trial- "Ibrutinib in combination with BR improves PFS with an impressive HR and reasonable toxicity."
2015

• “Using ibrutinib earlier in the disease course could translate to an OS advantage in patients” (ASCO ABSTRACT 7520. Susan 
Mary O'Brien, et al.)

• MURANO Study evaluated the efficacy and safety of venetoclax in combination with rituximab (194 patients) compared with 
bendamustine in combination with rituximab (195 patients). 

2016/2017

2014

• CLL10 Trial- BR established as a frontline alternative to FCR for patients who are elderly or frail.

• CARE™ Guidance created for Frontline and R/R CLL: 

CLL
CONSIDERATIONS

Available Regimens

Available Regimens

Regimens with
Agents in Development

Regimens with
Agents in Development

Comorbidities
Age of Patient

Performance Status
Renal Function

Rituximab + Bendamustine

Rituximab + Fludarabine (+/-) Cyclophosphamide

Bendamustine

Rituximab

Chlorambucil

Bendamustine + Rituximab (BR)

Fludarabine +Rituximab (FR)

Chlorambucil + Rituximab (CR)

Ibrutinib + Rituximab (+/-) Bendamustine

Idelalisib + Rituximab (+/-) Bendamustine

Idelalisib + Bendamustine

ABT-199

ABT-199 + Obinutuzumab

ABT-199 + Rituximab (+/-) Bendamustine

Idelalisib

Ibrutinib

Ibrutinib + Rituximab (+/-) Bendamustine

Idelalisib + Rituximab (+/-) Bendamustine

Idelalisib + Bendamustine

Obinutuzumab + Chlorambucil

ABT-199

ABT-199 + Obinutuzumab

ABT-199 + Rituximab (+/-) Bendamustine

for aggressive
treatment
(i.e FCR)

Eligible
for Therapy

Palliation
for aggressive

treatment

FIT

UNFIT/FRAIL
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• With many options available for frontline and R/R CLL, FISH and IVGH mutation status become more important to inform 
treatment decisions.

2018

• Funding of frontline ibrutinib (in Ontario) contingent on genetic testing (for IGHV, del17p, and TP53 status) further solidifying 
the need for improved access to these technologies.

• CARE™ Guidance for Frontline and R/R CLL updated to reflect current landscape.

2019

2020 and Beyond

Clinical trial data presented at the ASCO and EHA meetings provides insight to where we are headed with novel combinations 
and recently approved agents. Please refer to the next section for more information on clinical trials and advances. 
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EHA 2020 S155. FIXED-DURATION VENETOCLAX-
OBINUTUZUMAB FOR PREVIOUSLY UNTREATED CHRONIC 
LYMPHOCYTIC LEUKEMIA: FOLLOW-UP OF EFFICACY AND 
SAFETY RESULTS FROM THE MULTICENTER, OPEN-LABEL, 
RANDOMIZED PHASE 3 CLL14 TRIAL

Othman Al-Sawaf et al. 

Trial Background/Summary:

• At median follow-up of 39.6 months (interquartile range  
36.8 - 43.0), progression-free survival continued to be 
superior for VenG as compared to ClbG (median not reached 
vs 35.6 months; hazard ratio [HR] 0.31 [0.22-0.44], p<0.001). 

• This benefit was consistently observed across all clinical 
and biological risk groups.

Updates from ASCO and EHA Plenary and Oral Sessions

• Assessment of minimal residual disease in peripheral blood 
18 months after the end of treatment showed that 47.2% of 
patients in the VenG arm still had undetectable (u) uMRD 
(< 10-4), 13.0% had low (L)-MRD (≥ 10-4 and < 10-2) and 7.9% 
high (H)-MRD (≥ 10-2), compared to 7.4% uMRD, 17.1% L-MRD, 
26.9% H-MRD in the ClbG arm.

• In landmark analysis, twenty patients in the VenG arm, 
who either had L-MRD or H-MRD, had a median PFS of 17.7 
months after last treatment exposure, whereas the median 
was not reached in patients with uMRD. 

• Further landmark analysis showed similar PFS for patients 
with uMRD and partial remission (PR) or complete 
remission (CR); patients with uMRD/PR had a longer PFS 
than patients with detectable MRD and CR. 

• No difference has been observed for overall survival; at 36 
months 88.9% pts were alive in the VenG arm and 88.0% in 
the ClbG arm (HR 1.03, 95% CI 0.60-1.75, p=0.921). 

• Second primary malignancies were reported in 36 (17%) 
patients in the VenG arm and 22 (10.3%) in the ClbG arm. No 
new safety signals were observed.

Study Conclusion: 

The results confirm the superior efficacy with longer 
progression-free survival and deep remissions after fixed-
duration VenG compared to ClbG. This suggests that benefits 
are maintained for over two years after completing 12 cycles 
of VenG.

Related Canadian Abstract of Interest
EHA 2020 EP722. THE MANAGEMENT AND USE OF 
HEALTHCARE RESOURCES IN PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC 
LYMPHOCYTIC LEUKEMIA (CLL) INITIATING VENETOCLAX IN 
ROUTINE CLINICAL PRACTICE (DEVOTE) ACROSS CANADA: 
INTERIM ANALYSIS

    Versha Banerji, Nizar Abdel-Samad, Andrew Aw, Marie-
Pierre Bernard, Sophie Desjardins, Nathalie Johnson, Paola 
Lembo, Christina Pelizon, Anthea Peters, Sandra Tremblay,  
Carolyn Owen

TM

EHA 2020 S157. CLL2-GIVE, A PROSPECTIVE, OPEN-LABEL, 
MULTICENTER PHASE-II TRIAL OF OBINUTUZUMAB (GA101, 
G), IBRUTINIB (I), PLUS VENETOCLAX (VE) IN UNTREATED 
PATIENTS WITH CLL WITH 17P DELETION / TP53 MUTATION

Henriette Huber et al. 

Trial Background/Summary:

• To evaluate the triple combination of G, I, and Ve, we designed 
the CLL2-GIVe trial of the GCLLSG investigating safety and 
efficacy in the 1st line treatment of CLL with del(17p)/TP53mut 
independently of age or comorbidity.

• Median follow-up is 18.6 (3.6-36.5) months 

• With a CR rate of 58.5% (24 pts) at final restaging, the primary 
endpoint was met (CI: 42.1-73.7, p<0.001). 

• 14 pts (34.1%) archived a PR. 

Study Conclusion: 

The GIVe triple combination regimen is a promising 1st line 
treatment option for pts with high risk CLL yielding encouraging 
response rates (58.5% CR/CRi (CI: 42.1-73.7, p<0.001)) and 80.5% 
uMRD.

• Peripheral blood uMRD was achieved in 33 pts (80.5%) while 
4 pts remained MRD positive and 4 pts were not assessed  

• Treatment was discontinued per protocol at C15 due to uMRD 
and CR/CRi in 22 pts and in 13 pts due to other reasons (AEs, 
patient decision, etc.), while 6 pts continued I beyond C15. 

• Most frequent adverse events (AEs) (all grades/grade 
3-5, respectively) until and including cycle 14 were: 
gastrointestinal disorders (82.9%/0%); infections and 
infestations (70.7%/19.5%) and blood and lymphatic system 
disorders (58.5%/53.7%) with neutropenia (48.8%/43.9%) and 
thrombocytopenia (19.5%/14.6%). Cardiac disorders were 
reported in 19.5%/12.2%, thereof atrial fibrillation in 12.2%/2.4% 
of pts. 

CARE™ Canadian Perspective: 

Venetoclax plus obinutuzumab was approved by Health 
Canada in May as the first chemotherapy-free, fixed-duration 
combination regimen for patients with previously untreated 
chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL). There has been concern  
about the risk of hospitalization during Ven ramp-up, 
especially in the COVID-19 era.  
 
The Canadian-led trial presented at EHA highlighted that 
while the prevalence of hospitalization and IV hydration was 
higher for initial visits and with increasing TLS risk, some 
patients may be managed entirely as outpatients. 
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Study Conclusion: 
Long-term data from the Phase 2 ACE-CL-001 in patients 
with TN CLL/SLL further support the favorable results with 
acalabrutinib in phase 3 studies and demonstrate durable 
responses with no new long-term safety issues.

EHA 2020 S163. ACALABRUTINIB IN TREATMENT-NAÏVE 
CHRONIC LYMPHOCYTIC LEUKEMIA: MATURE RESULTS FROM 
PHASE 2 STUDY DEMONSTRATING DURABLE REMISSIONS 
AND LONG-TERM TOLERABILITY

John C. Byrd et al.

Trial Background/Summary:

• The next-generation Bruton tyrosine kinase inhibitor 
acalabrutinib was approved in patients with treatment-naïve 
(TN) and relapsed/refractory chronic lymphocytic leukemia 
(CLL)/small lymphocytic lymphoma (SLL) based on two 
complementary phase 3 studies, ELEVATE-TN and ASCEND.  

• At median follow-up of 53 months (range, 1–59), 85 (86%) 
patients remain on treatment; most discontinuations were 
due to AEs (n=6) or PD (n=3 [n=1 Richter transformation]). 

• Most common AEs (any grade) were diarrhea (52%), headache 
(45%), upper respiratory tract infection (44%), arthralgia 
(42%), and contusion (42%). 

• All-grade and grade ≥3 ECIs included infection (84%, 15%), 
bleeding events (66%, 3%), and hypertension (22%, 11%). 
Atrial fibrillation (all grades) occurred in 5% of patients 
(incidence: 1% in years 1, 2, 4; 3% in year 3). SPMs excluding 
non-melanoma skin (all grades) occurred in 11%. 

• ORR was 97% (7% complete response: 90% partial response). 
Median TTR was 3.7 months (range, 2–22). Response rates 
were similar across high-risk groups. 

• Median DOR and median EFS were not reached; 48-month 
DOR rate was 97% (95% confidence interval [CI], 90%–99%), 
and 48-month EFS rate was 90% (95% CI, 82%–94%).

Related Canadian Abstract of Interest
ASCO 2020 8064. SAFETY OF ACALABRUTINIB (ACALA) 
MONOTHERAPY IN HEMATOLOGIC MALIGNANCIES: POOLED 
ANALYSIS FROM CLINICAL TRIALS.

Richard R. Furman et al.

Study Conclusion: 
Acalabrutinib monotherapy has a favorable tolerability 
profile with increased exposure across multiple mature B 
cell malignancies. Additional analyses will further explore the 
longitudinal characteristics of AEs.

EHA 2020 S158. FIRST-LINE IBRUTINIB (IBR) + VENETOCLAX (VEN) 
FOR PATIENTS (PTS) WITH CHRONIC LYMPHOCYTIC LEUKEMIA 
(CLL)/SMALL LYMPHOCYTIC LYMPHOMA (SLL): EFFICACY AND 
SAFETY RESULTS FROM CAPTIVATE MRD COHORT.  

Tanya Siddiqi et al.

Trial Background/Summary:

• Ibr is the only once-daily Bruton tyrosine kinase inhibitor with 
significant overall survival benefit shown in 2 randomized 
phase 3 studies in first-line CLL (RESONATE-2; ECOG1912). 

• An all-oral, once-daily, fixed duration option with Ibr + Ven 
combination may offer improved pt convenience and ease of 
administration with reduced risk of tumour lysis syndrome 
(TLS) and reduced need for hospitalization for Ven initiation.

• Rates of uMRD in PB increased over time (Figure).

• With median follow-up of 14.8 mo (range 14.5-21.7) in all-
treated pts, ORR was 97%, with 51% complete responses. 

• At 15 mo, 98% were progression free with no deaths. 

• Most common AEs with Ibr + Ven were primarily grade 1/2 
with no new safety signals. Most common grade 3/4 AEs were 
neutropenia (35%), hypertension (7%), thrombocytopenia 
(5%), and diarrhea (5%). 

Study Conclusion: 
Ibr + Ven represents an all-oral, once-daily, fixed duration 
chemotherapy-free regimen that confers high rates of uMRD in 
PB and BM in first-line treatment of CLL, with highly concordant 
uMRD results between PB and BM. Results from CAPTIVATE 
validate the preclinical synergism of this combination. Ibr lead-
in substantially reduced Ven-related TLS risk and need for 
intensive monitoring/hospitalization. The safety profile of Ibr + 
Ven was favorable with a low rate of discontinuation due to AEs 
and 90% completing all planned treatment with 3 cycles of Ibr 
and 12 cycles of Ibr + Ven combination.

CARE™ Canadian Perspective: 

PCODR recommendations on novel agents acalabrutinib and 
obinutuzumab are anticipated.

CARE™ Canadian Perspective: 

While novel combinations show promising results in terms of 
survival and uMRD, the increasing drug cost associated with 
combinations involving multiple novel targeted agents is a 
concern. How/if these combinations will be funded remains to 
be seen.
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CARE™ Retrospective Look in MM

02. MULTIPLE MYELOMA  
(MM)

CARE™ Faculty has extensively covered key news in MM. Review and reporting of news was framed from a Canadian perspective, 
augmented with CARE™ guidance providing insight on how to adopt in practice to improve patent outcomes. A snapshot 
of select storylines (not exhaustive) and CARE™ Guidance follows. To access these and more archived content please visit:  
https://careeducation.ca/publications-media/

<2010

• For non-ASCT eligible patients, melphalan and prednisone 
have historically been the ‘standard of care’. However, newer 
novel agents and combinations show promise, providing 
additional strategies.

2010 -  2011

• With newer agents it is becoming difficult to determine the 
optimal choice and sequencing. Focus turns to determining 
the efficacy of sequential therapies and ‘cure.’ 

• Bortezomib-based combinations and lenalidomide plus low 
dose dexamethasone show increased response rates with 
manageable toxicities [IFM 2005/01and ECOG E4A03]. 

• VISTA Trial- Ground-breaking news regarding bortezomib 
– whether used alone or in combination with past and 
novel agents, suggests that it is becoming a backbone 
component.

2012 - 2013

• Next generation proteasome inhibitors and immuno-
modulatory agents are investigated.

• carfilzomib (combination with m+p 8009 td 8010)

• pomalidomide (8016 – in rev reF + rev/vel reF)

2014 - 2015

• Consolidation and maintenance therapy - novel drugs now 
being used more frequently post transplantation to reduce 
the risk of relapse and prolong PFS and OS.

• Optimal MRD status is associated with a better outcome 
(measured by PFS and OS) but remains a research tool with 
little access in routine practice.

• CARE™ Needs Assessment indicates:  

• PFS is the main goal in treating MM patients, with 
improved OS chosen second.

• Many responders believe that PFS is an acceptable end 
point (alone).

• 78% of responders believe clonal diversity is more 
prominent in high-risk (vs. low risk) myeloma, which is 
aligned with research findings at the time.

• Early phase studies of daratumumab have shown impressive 
single-agent activity in mm, as well as a favourable safety 
profile.

• CARE™ Faculty publish a comprehensive review of all 
available therapies including 1st and 2nd generation PI 
inhibitors, IMiDs, mAbs, and Histone deacetylase inhibitors.

2016 - 2017

• CASTOR and POLLUX trials with daratumumab make it clear 
that daratumumab will have an important role in Canadian 
treatment paradigms.

2018 - 2019

• Multiple cellular therapy options, including marrow 
infiltrating lymphocytes (MILs), T-cell receptor modified 
T-cells (TCR T-cells), and chimeric antigen receptor T-cells 
(CAR T-cells) appear promising.

• Skeletal survey takes a smaller role in monitoring bone 
disease, instead being replaced by imaging techniques 
such as whole-body low dose CT (WBLDCT), PET/CT, MRI or 
functional MRI for staging and progression post-treatment.

• BCMA targeting looks promising and will likely influence the 
future of MM treatment. 

• For the transplant-eligible, tandem transplants remain 
useful, even in an era of novel therapies.

• Patient risk stratification in MM is evolving thanks to novel 
research and clinical trial developments.
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Current MM Treatment landscape:

Clinical trial data presented at the ASCO and EHA meetings provides insight to where we are headed with novel therapies and 
combinations. Please refer to the next section for more information on ongoing clinical trials and how advances continue to 
drive improvements in patient outcome. 

Frontline Treatment

Relapse/Refractory Treatment

2020 and Beyond

• The introduction and access to mass spectrometry testing may revolutionize how we monitor and measure disease.
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ASCO 2020 LBA 3. CARFILZOMIB, LENALIDOMIDE, 
AND DEXAMETHASONE (KRD) VERSUS BORTEZOMIB, 
LENALIDOMIDE, AND DEXAMETHASONE (VRD) FOR INITIAL 
THERAPY OF NEWLY DIAGNOSED MULTIPLE MYELOMA 
(NDMM): RESULTS OF ENDURANCE (E1A11) PHASE III TRIAL.

Shaji Kumar et al.

Trial Background/Summary:

• Carfilzomib (cfz), a next-generation proteasome inhibitor, in 
combination with len-dex (KRd) has shown higher efficacy 
in phase II trials. 

• This Phase 3 trial compared VRd (a current standard) with 
KRd as induction for patients who are not planned to initially 
go to autologous stem cell transplant

• 1087 patients (VRd=542, KRd=545) patients (Pts) with NDMM, 
were randomized to receive VRd or KRd in a 1:1 fashion for 36 
weeks followed by a second randomization (1:1) to indefinite 
versus two years of len maintenance. 

• Treatment, efficacy, and toxicity data are in the table below. 

ASCO 2020 8501. WEEKLY SELINEXOR, BORTEZOMIB, AND 
DEXAMETHASONE (SVD) VERSUS TWICE WEEKLY BORTEZOMIB 
AND DEXAMETHASONE (VD) IN PATIENTS WITH MULTIPLE 
MYELOMA (MM) AFTER ONE TO THREE PRIOR THERAPIES: 
INITIAL RESULTS OF THE PHASE III BOSTON STUDY.  

Meletios A. Dimopoulos et al.

Trial Background/Summary:

• Selinexor is an oral, selective inhibitor of XPO1-mediated 
nuclear export, leading to the reactivation of tumour 
suppressor proteins.

Updates from ASCO and EHA Plenary and Oral Sessions

Study Conclusion: 
In this randomized phase 3 trial, KRd did not improve PFS 
compared with VRd in NDMM. A significantly higher rate of 
cardio-pulmonary and renal toxicity was observed with KRd, 
while neuropathy rates were higher with VRd. VRd remains the 
standard triplet induction regimen in standard and intermediate 
risk NDMM, and a suitable backbone for 4 drug combinations.

former group remaining a challenge to achieve long-term disease 
control. At this time VRd will remain one of the standard regimens 
for NDMM without high risk features in Canada. Of interest about 
30% of patients did eventually receive an ASCT despite this not 
being the plan of first line therapy.

• SVd significantly prolonged PFS vs Vd (median 13.93 vs 9.46 
months, HR = 0.70, P = 0.0066).

• SVd was associated with a significantly higher ORR (76.4% 
vs 62.3%, P = 0.0012).

• Median OS was not reached on SVd vs 25 months on Vd (P 
= 0.28).

• Most frequent treatment-related adverse events (grade 
≥3) for SVd vs Vd were thrombocytopenia (35.9% vs 15.2%), 
fatigue (11.3% vs 0.5%) and nausea (7.7% vs 0%).

• Clinically important differences were reported on the 
motor, autonomic and sensory scales on CIPN20.

• PN rates (grade ≥2) were significantly lower with SVd vs 
Vd (21.0% vs 34.3%, P = 0.0013).

VRd KRd

Median induction duration (mos) 5.9 8.2

Reason off study

Disease progression 6% 4%

Adverse events 17% 9%

Alternative therapy 18% 14%

Patient withdrawal 7% 4%

Response

> PR 83% 86%

> VGPR 43% 49%

> CR 10% 14%

Toxicity Grade > 3

Non-hematological 42% 48%

Composite Cardiac/ pulmonary/ renal 5% 16%

Peripheral neuropathy 8% 1%

Study Conclusion: 
BOSTON is the first phase 3 study to evaluate the clinical benefit 
of SVd for relapsed/refractory MM. The study met the primary 
endpoint: once weekly SVd significantly improved PFS and ORR 
compared to twice weekly Vd. Rates of PN were significantly 
reduced with numerically fewer deaths on SVd vs Vd. Full 
dataset will be presented at the meeting.

This large trial with greater than 1000 patients has demonstrated 
that despite moderately more robust response rates KRd in a 
population of which about ¼ of patients received a SCT, VRd is 
the better treatment. KRd was delivered on the standard day 
1,2,8,9,15,16 schedule. Increased cardiopulmonary and renal 
toxicity was seen with KRd balanced on the VRd side with 
increased neuropathy. This trial does not inform us whether 
KRd is the more preferable in patients with 17p or 1q amp, the 

CARE™ Canadian Perspective: 

This trial introduces Selinexor in a Phase 3 trial in patients who have 
received 1-3 lines of therapy. About 80% of patients in both arms had 
received a PI including 10% who had previous carfilzomib. About 
half of patients had received one previous line of therapy and about 
half the patients had high risk disease. Only 6 vs 3 percent of SVd 
vs Vd arms had received dara previously. While PFS was prolonged 
by just over 4 months without demonstrated survival benefit there 
was some clear differences in the side effect profiles. SVd had more 
fatigue, asthenia, and GI symptoms over Vd while the Vd arm had 
less neuropathy as expected given the twice weekly dosing in that 
arm. Also cytopenias were more prominent with SVd including 
anemia and thrombocytopenia. At this point SVd is unlikely to be 
adopted early on in myeloma algorithms in Canada particularly in 
patients who have previously been exposed to a PI.

CARE™ Canadian Perspective: 
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EHA 2020 S201. PRIMARY ANALYSIS OF THE RANDOMIZED 
PHASE II TRIAL OF BORTEZOMIB, LENALIDOMIDE, 
DEXAMETHASONE WITH/WITHOUT ELOTUZUMAB FOR NEWLY 
DIAGNOSED, HIGH RISK MULTIPLE MYELOMA (SWOG-1211) 

Clinical trial information: NCT01668719

Saad Usmani et al.

Trial Background/Summary:

• 134 patients randomized to 2 arms

• High risk was defined as poor risk GEP, 2x N LDH, PCL, or 17p 
del, 1q amp, t(14:20), t(14:16)

• With median follow-up of 53 months (mos.), no difference in 
median PFS was observed [RVd-Elo=31 mos., RVd= 34 mos., 
HR = 0.968 (80% CI=0.697-1.344), p=0.449].  

• No difference in OS was observed [RVd-Elo = 68 mos, RVd= 
not reached, HR = 1.279 (80% CI: 0.819, 2.000), p-value = 
0.478].  

• 72% pts had >Grade 3 AEs, no differences in the safety profile 
were observed except >Grade 3 infections (RVd 8%, RVd-Elo 
16%), >Grade 3 sensory neuropathy (RVd 8%, RVd-Elo 13%).

Study Conclusion: 
The addition of Isa to Kd provided a superior, statistically 
significant improvement in PFS with clinically meaningful 
improvement in depth of response. Isa-Kd was well tolerated 
with manageable safety and a favorable benefit-risk profile, 
and represents a possible new standard of care treatment in 
pts with relapsed MM.

Study Conclusion: 
In the first randomized HRMM study reported to date, the 
addition of elotuzumab to RVd induction and maintenance did not 
improve patient outcomes. However, the PFS and OS seen in both 
arms of the study exceeded the original statistical assumptions 
and support the role for PI/IMiD combination maintenance 
therapy for this patient population. The S1211 data will serve as an 
important benchmark for future HRMM clinical trials.

There remains no standard for the management of high risk MM. 
This is the first randomized trial to report a monoclonal Ab added 
to a standard backbone in a high risk population. Elotuzumab 
does not appear to add benefit in this setting at least from this 
trial. It is instructive to review the summary of high risk subsets 
in contemporary NDMM trials (see table on following page). In 
3 of those studies daratumumab is the intervention added to a 
backbone. Those studies thus far have not demonstrated a benefit 
in high risk MM patients albeit with small numbers and limited 
power. A poster below looks at “pooled effect” with daratumumab 
suggesting possible benefit in PFS. Tandem transplant in Canada 
is used for certain high risk subsets and more “aggressive” 
maintenance regimens which may include both a PI and/or IMiD 
are often pursued.

CARE™ Canadian Perspective: 

EHA 2020 LB2603. ISATUXIMAB PLUS CARFILZOMIB AND 
DEXAMETHASONE VS CARFILZOMIB AND DEXAMETHASONE IN 
RELAPSED/REFRACTORY MULTIPLE MYELOMA (IKEMA): INTERIM 
ANALYSIS OF A PHASE 3, RANDOMIZED, OPEN-LABEL STUDY.  

Philippe Moreau et al.

Trial Background/Summary:

• Isatuximab (Isa), a monoclonal antibody targeting a specific 
epitope on CD38, received positive CHMP opinion and FDA-
approval in combination with pomalidomide and low-dose 
dexamethasone (d) for patients (pts) with RRMM.

• 302 pts Patients with RRMM and 1-3 prior lines of therapy 
were randomized 3:2 and stratified by number of prior lines 
and R-ISS to receive Isa-Kd or Kd. Isa-Kd arm received Isa 
(10mg/kg IV) weekly for 4 weeks, then every 2 weeks. Both 
arms received K (20mg/m2 days 1-2, 56mg/m2 thereafter) 
twice-weekly for 3 of 4 weeks, and d (20mg) twice-weekly. 

• At a median follow-up of 20.7 months and with 103 PFS 
events per IRC, median PFS was not reached for Isa-Kd vs 
19.15 months Kd; HR 0.531 (99% CI 0.318-0.889), one-sided 
p=0.0007. PFS benefit was consistent across subgroups. 

• ORR (≥PR) was 86.6% Isa-Kd vs 82.9% Kd, one-sided p=0.1930; 
≥VGPR rate was 72.6% Isa-Kd vs 56.1% Kd, p=0.0011; CR rate 
was 39.7% Isa-Kd vs 27.6% Kd. 

• MRD negativity rate (10-5) in ITT was 29.6% (53/179) Isa-Kd vs 
13.0% (16/123) Kd, descriptive p=0.0004. 

• OS was immature (events 17.3% Isa-Kd vs 20.3% Kd). 

• Grade ≥3 TEAEs were observed in 76.8% Isa-Kd vs 67.2% Kd. 
Treatment-emergent SAEs and fatal TEAEs were similar in 
Isa-Kd and Kd: 59.3% vs 57.4% and 3.4% vs 3.3%, respectively. 

• Infusion reactions were reported in 45.8% (0.6% grade 3-4) 
Isa-Kd and 3.3% (0% grade 3-4) Kd. Grade ≥3 respiratory 
infections (grouping) were seen in 32.2% Isa-Kd vs 23.8% 
Kd. Grade ≥3 cardiac failure (grouping) was reported 
in 4.0% Isa-Kd vs 4.1% Kd. As per lab results, grade 3-4 
thrombocytopenia and neutropenia were reported in 
29.9% Isa-Kd vs 23.8% Kd and 19.2% Isa-Kd vs 7.4% Kd, 
respectively.

In this 302 patient Phase 3 trial isatuximab increased the PFS, 
VGPR, and MRD rates not surprisingly the latter being 29.6% 
(IsaKd) vs 13% (Kd). Isatuximab appeared to not add significantly 
to the toxicity of Kd although infusion reactions were common 
(presumably with the first infusions). Previous PI exposure was 
high at 90% with IMid exposure 78%. The maturation of this data 
will be interesting to compare/contrast with Aspire where the 
PFS was approximately 26 mo in the KRd arm. How this second 

CARE™ Canadian Perspective: 

CD38 monoclonal Ab will fit into Canadian practice in the short 
term is not clear given the widespread approval of daratumumab 
regimens (DRd and DVd) in Canada. An appropriate comparator 
might be DVd however in that trial about 70% of patients had 
received a PI as well. Lastly it is likely there would be some benefit 
to Isa in a schedule where carfilzomib is administered once weekly 
(with better tolerance) however this may be a challenge to funding 
bodies.
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CARE™ Canadian Perspective Continued: 

ASCO 2020 8540. EFFICACY OF DARATUMUMAB IN THE TREATMENT OF MULTIPLE MYELOMA WITH HIGH-RISK CYTOGENETICS: 
META-ANALYSIS OF RANDOMIZED PHASE III TRIALS.

Smith Giri et al.

Additional ASCO Poster of Interest

Trial Background/Summary:

• The addition of Daratumumab (D) to backbone multiple myeloma (MM) regimens leads to improved response rates and 
progression free survival (PFS).

• 6 phase III trials were included- 3 trials in FL setting (Alcyone, Maia and Cassiopeia, 2,528 patients, 358 HRC) and 3 trials in R/R 
setting (Castor, Pollux and Candor, 1,533 patients, 222 HRC).

• Results shown in the table that follows:

Study Conclusion: 
Incorporating D to backbone regimens led to improved PFS among patients with HRC MM in both FL and R/R setting. Lack of 
substantial heterogeneity suggests benefit of D regardless of backbone regimen. D based regimens are appropriate choices in 
FL and R/R setting for both SRC and HRC patients. Longer follow-up with mature overall survival data is needed to validate these 
findings.

This statistical analyses pools 2 groups of trials incorporating dara. The first set is up front therapy while the second explores relapse. All 
have dara as the intervention added to the standard (“backbone”) therapy. The data suggest a benefit in PFS for the addition of dara to 
high risk patients. Overall survival data is not available. Dara has become a standard in the relapse setting (with broad public funding) 
for all patients including high risk. This data will not influence the use of dara in the relapse setting. Up front access to dara has been 
more challenging. The relative benefits of dara appear greater for standard risk patients over high risk. That said this paper suggests 
there may be some incremental benefit for the antibody in high risk patients as well.

CARE™ Canadian Perspective: 

Summary of High Risk Subsets in Contemporary NDMM Trials Compared to S1211 Randomized Phase 2 Study



03. NON-HODGKIN’S  
LYMPHOMA (NHL)

ASCO / EHA 2020 Report 10

CARE™ Retrospective Look in NHL

CARE™ Faculty has extensively covered key news in NHL. Review and reporting of news was framed from a Canadian perspective, 
augmented with CARE™ guidance providing insight on how to adopt in practice to improve patent outcomes. A snapshot of 
select storylines (not exhaustive) covered by CARE™ throughout the last decade follows. To access these and more archived 
content  please visit: https://careeducation.ca/publications-media/.

2010 - 2012: 2016/2017:

2018/2019:

2020 and Beyond: 

2014/2015: 

2012/2013: 

• Follicular lymphoma: 

• PRIMA trial – Rituximab maintenance in the primary 
treatment of Follicular lymphoma is the new standard 
of care as part of either primary or secondary therapy.

• The theme in aggressive non-Hodgkin lymphoma can 
be summarized as ‘Building on R-CHOP’- Changing dose 
density and dose intensity, adding more drugs: chemo, novel 
agents, adding consolidation and/or maintenance.

• The ZUMA-1 to SCHOLAR-1 comparison (S. S. Neelapu et 
al.) suggests anti-CD19 CAR T is promising and improves 
outcomes in aggressive NHL. 

• There are other potentially efficacious CAR T-cell types for 
NHLs in varying stages of development (CD5, CD20, CD30 
etc.)

• Major theme: The evolution towards a less chemotherapy 
dependent (potentially chemotherapy free) set of treatment 
strategies for managing NHLs. 

• The effectiveness of CD19 targeting CAR T-cells in RR B-cell 
NHLs is obvious. 

• Updates from the TRANSCEND NHL 001 trial suggests 
that lisocabtagene maraleucel (liso-cel), a CD19 directed 
4-1BB CAR T-cell product showed durable responses in 
patients with heavily pre-treated RR diffuse large B-cell 
lymphoma (DLBCL).

• There are other potentially efficacious CAR T-cell types for 
NHLs in varying stages of development (CD5, CD20, CD30 
etc.). 

• Clinical trial data in NHL presented at the ASCO and EHA 
meetings provided insight on outcomes with currently 
available treatment strategies and where we are headed with 
novel CAR-T therapies. Please refer to the next section for 
more information on clinical trials and advances. 

• The phase III RCTs, GALLIUM and GADOLIN, investigated the 
use of obinutuzumab in the frontline and relapsed/refractory 
FL settings, respectively. 

• Both studies were positive and reported significant 
improvements in survival in the obinutuzumab arms and 
are practice changing in the Canadian landscape.

• Indolent Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma’s:  

• Most Canadian centers treat with bendamustine + 
rituximab as primary therapy given STiL trial data.

• The new standard of care for R/R follicular lymphoma 
now consists rituximab-chemotherapy typically for 6–8 
cycles (second-line), and rituximab maintenance for two 
years.

• The landscape in iNHL is potentially being shifted by the 
RELEVANCE study comparing combination immune 
therapy (lenalidomide and rituximab) to chemotherapy-
based regimens.

• In aggressive NHL , the mainstay of therapy remains CHOP, 
with the inclusion of rituximab in CD20+ histologies. 

• Research concepts explored:

• “Grey zone lymphoma”- lymphoma that occurs when 
cancer cells overlap each other into an uncertain category 
that appears like two types of lymphoma.

• Changes in the genetics of patient’s lymphoma based 
on age.
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ASCO 2020 Abstract 8000. IS AUTOLOGOUS 
TRANSPLANTATION (autoHCT) IN RELAPSED DIFFUSE 
LARGE B-CELL LYMPHOMA (DLBCL) PATIENTS ACHIEVING 
ONLY A PET/CT POSITIVE PARTIAL REMISSION (PR) 
APPROPRIATE IN THE CAR-T CELL ERA?

Nirav Niranjan Shah et al. 

EHA 2020 Abstract S227. REAL-WORLD OUTCOME IN 
MANTLE CELL LYMPHOMA – A STUDY OF RELATIVE AND 
OVERALL SURVIVAL IN PATIENTS PRIMARILY TREATED WITH 
R-BENDAMUSTINE, R-CHOP OR THE NORDIC MCL2 REGIMEN 
IN SWEDEN 2007-2017

Alexandra Albertsson Lindblad et al. 

Trial Background/Summary:

• In relapsed, chemosensitive DLBCL patients (pts), autoHCT 
consolidation is a standard therapy option. With the approval 
of anti-CD19 CAR T-cells in 2017, relapsed DLBCL pts with 
residual PET/CT avid disease after salvage therapies are 
increasingly being offered CAR T-cells in lieu of autoHCT. 

• 249 relapsed DLBCL pts undergoing an autoHCT from 2003-
13 with a PET/CT+ PR prior to transplant were identified. The 
study cohort was divided into two groups: (a) early chemo-
immunotherapy failure (ECF) defined as pts with primary 
refractory disease (PRefD) or relapse within 12 months of 
diagnosis, (b) late chemoimmunotherapy failure (LCF) 
defined as pts relapsing ≥12 months. 

• 182 pts had ECF and 67 pts had LCF. 

• The adjusted 5-year probabilities for PFS and OS (ECF vs LCF) 
was not different between the 2 cohorts: 41% vs 41% (p = 0.93) 
and 51% vs 63% (p = 0.09), respectively. 

• Cumulative incidence of relapse at 5 years in similar order 
was 48% vs 57%, p = 0.27. 

• On multivariate analysis compared to the LCF, pts with 
ECF had an increased risk of death (HR = 1.61, 95%CI 1.05-
2.46, p = 0.03) but no increased risk in PFS or relapse.

Trial Background/Summary:

• The optimal treatment of individuals with MCL with respect 
to long-term survival is still not defined. Whereas clinical 
trials tend to focus on how to integrate novel agents in 
immunochemotherapy regimens, long-term evaluations of 
currently recommended treatment strategies in unselected 
cohorts are sparse.  

• 592 patients treated with MCL2 (n=268), bendamustine 
(n=231) or CHOP/CHOEP (n=93) were identified, the majority 
(n=562) in combination with R. 

• A superior overall and relative survival was found in 
MCL2-treated patients compared to patients treated with 
R-bendamustine or R-CHOP/CHOEP.

• However, after adjustment for age at diagnosis, sex and 
diagnosis year, no difference could be observed between 
MCL2 and R-bendamustine-treated subgroups.

• The adjusted results suggested inferior survival for 
patients given R-CHOP/CHOEP compared to MCL2 and 
R-bendamustine regimens.

Study Conclusion: 

Using the CIBMTR registry, we report outcomes of relapsed DLBCL 
pts in a PR with residual PET/CT avid disease at time of autoHCT. While 
OS favored LCF pts, the adjusted 5-year PFS (41%) was comparable 
in both cohorts. This 5-year PFS is comparable to results reported 
in historical trials of auto-HCT for DLBCL. With no randomized data 
demonstrating superiority of CAR T-cell therapy in chemosensitive 
PR patients, these findings strongly support that autoHCT should 
remain the current standard of care for this patient population.

Study Conclusion: 

This population-based study on long-term survival in an 
unselected national cohort of MCL patients supports the use of 
R-bendamustine or intensified immunochemotherapy with 
HD-AHCT upfront (such as MCL2) over R-CHOP/CHOEP. Future 
real-world analyses incorporating data on comorbidity, molecular 
characteristics of the disease and treatment strategies at relapse 
is needed, together with continuous evaluation of novel strategies, 
for a deeper understanding of prognosis in MCL and to improve 
outcome in these patients. 

Updates from ASCO and EHA Plenary and Oral Sessions

Outcomes with Current Strategies

Canadian patients and physicians are excited about CAR T-cell 
therapy and the potential benefits that can be achieved. However, 
the practical reality in Canada is that it there are concerns with 
appropriate patient selection, administration, and high cost. The 
results of this study confirm that autoHCT will still have role in 
the CAR T-cell era.

It should be noted that there are also strategies to improve 
efficacy and cost of stem cell transplantation in Canada. 
One of the main ways this can be done is with the use of a 
mobilizing agent (with or without a G-CSF) to reduce the 
number of “collection attempts” or “collection days” necessary 
to meet CD34+ cell collection goals. Conducting an SCT with 
a mobilizing agent often results in a lower overall cost to the 
patient compared to stem cell collection from the bone marrow 
(without mobilization to the peripheral blood).

CARE™ Canadian Perspective: "

"

THE ADJUSTED RESULTS SUGGESTED 

INFERIOR SURVIVAL FOR PATIENTS 

GIVEN R-CHOP/CHOEP COMPARED  

TO MCL2 AND R-BENDAMUSTINE 

REGIMENS.

( EHA 2020 Abstract S227. )



CAR T Trial Updates

EHA 2020 S244.  LISOCABTAGENE MARALEUCEL FOR 
TREATMENT OF SECOND-LINE TRANSPLANT NONELIGIBLE 
RELAPSED/REFRACTORY AGGRESSIVE LARGE B-CELL NON-
HODGKIN LYMPHOMA: UPDATED RESULTS FROM THE PILOT 
STUDY

Nilanjan Ghosh et al.  

ASCO 2020 Abstract 8008.  INTERIM ANALYSIS OF ZUMA-5: 
A PHASE II STUDY OF AXICABTAGENE CILOLEUCEL (AXI-CEL) 
IN PATIENTS (PTS) WITH RELAPSED/REFRACTORY INDOLENT 
NON-HODGKIN LYMPHOMA (R/R INHL).

 
Caron A. Jacobson, et al.   

Trial Background/Summary:

• Lisocabtagene maraleucel (liso-cel) is an investigational, 
CD19-directed, defined composition, 4-1BB chimeric antigen 
receptor (CAR) T cell product infused at equal target doses 
of CD8+ and CD4+ CAR+ T cells.

• At data cutoff, 25 patients had received LD followed by liso-
cel infusion. 

• Of 25 patients, 18 (72%) had grade ≥3 treatment-emergent 
AEs, 40% of which were cytopenias. 

• No grade 5 AEs occurred within the first 30 days after  
liso-cel. Five patients (20%) had cytokine release syndrome 
(CRS) and 3 (12%) had neurological events (NEs). No 
grade 3/4 CRS was observed; 2 patients (8%) had grade 
3/4 NEs. Five patients (20%) received tocilizumab and/or 
dexamethasone for CRS/NEs. 

• Longer-term follow-up results presented at EHA 2020 
showed an overall response rate (ORR) of 89% (n = 24; 95% 
CI, 71%-98%), with all patients achieving an early objective 
response by day 30. 

• The CR rate was 56% (n = 15), and 10 of 12 patients who 
had a CR with at least 1 follow-up assessment remained 
in a CR. Partial responses (PRs) were observed in 33% 
(n = 9) of patients, and 2 patients had PRs that could be 
converted into a CR. 

• Kaplan-Meier¬–estimated probability of continued 
response was 63% (95% CI, 37%-81%) at 3 months and 
53% (95% CI, 25%-75%) at 6 months.

Trial Background/Summary:

• As of 8/20/19, 94 pts (80 FL; 14 MZL) received axi-cel with a 
median follow-up of 11.5 mo (range, 4.2 – 24.9). 

• Overall, ORR by IRRC assessment was 93% (80% complete 
response [CR] rate). 

• With median follow-up of 15.3 months, estimated median 
DOR in all patients was 20.8 months, PFS was 23.5 months 
(95% CI, 22.8- NE), and median OS was not reached. 

• The 12-month OS rate was 94.3% (95% CI, 86.8-97.6) for 
all patients.

• 85% experienced Grade ≥ 3 adverse events (AEs), most 
commonly neutropenia (34%), decreased neutrophil count 
(28%), and anemia (22%). 

• Grade ≥ 3 cytokine release syndrome (CRS; per Lee et al, 
Blood 2014) and neurologic events (NEs; per CTCAE v4.03) 
occurred in 8% and 17% of pts, respectively. 

Study Conclusion: 

These interim data suggest that elderly and/or comorbid patients 
with R/R aggressive large B-cell NHL, who are not eligible for high-
dose chemotherapy and HSCT, can receive 2L liso-cel with similar 
safety and efficacy to that previously reported in third-line patients 
(Abramson, ASH 2019 #241). 

Study Conclusion: 

Axi-cel demonstrated significant and durable clinical benefit, with 
high rates of ORR and CR, and a manageable safety profile in pts 
with R/R iNHL.

ASCO / EHA 2020 Report 12

"

"

AXI-CEL DEMONSTRATED SIGNIFICANT 

AND DURABLE CLINICAL BENEFIT, 

WITH HIGH RATES OF ORR AND CR, 

AND A MANAGEABLE SAFETY PROFILE 

IN PTS WITH R/R INHL.

( ASCO 2020 Abstract 8008. )



CARE™ Retrospective Look in AML

04. ACUTE MYELOID  
LEUKEMIA

<2010

2014 - 2015:

2016 - 2017:

2020 and Beyond: 

2018 - 2019:

• The 3+7 chemotherapy regimen remains the standard of 
induction treatment in AML (since 1973).

• There is little new drug development with the exception 
of gemtuzumab ozogamicin (2000 – withdrawn in 2010) 
and arsenic (2000).

• AML is leading the genomics era of cancer with implications 
on prognosis, choice of therapy, and understanding cancer 
biology.

• Single-cell genotyping demonstrates complex clonal 
diversity in acute myeloid leukemia (Paguirigan etl al, Sci 
Transl Med, 2015).

• Updates to the 3+7 system suggest that higher doses of 
anthracycline may be more efficacious than the previous 
(lower) dosing recommendations.

• Integrated cytogenetics/comprehensive molecular profiling 
is now SOC to properly prognosticate and to make optimal 
alloSCT decisions, and meet WHO 2016 diagnostic standards.

• Wider use of MRD analysis in AML is SOC in other jurisdictions, 
with flow cytometric and molecular approaches being used 
in a complementary manner.

• Research focused on use of combinations to achieve the full 
potential of novel agents.

• Many targeted agents are being investigated in a maintenance 
scenario.

• Novel targeted therapies approved by the FDA for AML 
treatment include: 

• Glasdegib (Hedgehog Pathway Inhibitor) + LDAC in 
untreated IC-ineligible AML.

• Venetoclax* (BCL-2 Inhibitor) + HMA or LDAC + in untreated 
IC-ineligible AML.

• Gilterinib (FLT3/AXL inhibitor) in relapsed/ refractory FLT3 
mutated AML.

• New data shows promise with:

• Ruxolitinb in steroid refractory acute GVHD.

• Post-transplant Sorafenib.

• Post-transplant Midostaurin.

• Asciminib for T315I mutant leukemia.

* Health Canada approval anticipated. 

2010 - 2013:

• Molecular markers provide prognostic information (How et 
al., Cancer, 2012).

• Clonal evolution in relapsed acute myeloid leukemia revealed 
by whole-genome sequencing (Ding et al., Nature, 2012) 

• Implication: Need to assess heterogeneity in different 
cellular populations.

• Characterization of verified, recurrent tier 1 mutations 
prompts focus on development of targeted therapies for 
FLT3 (i.e. quizartinib), IDH2 (i.e. enasidenib), IDH1, and EZH2.

• Phase II trial of quizartinib/AC220 in relapsed and 
refractory AML (Levis et al, ASH 2012 abstract, 673) 
demonstrates the highest level of single agent activity 
observed to date for FLT3-targeted therapy in FLT3-ITD(+) 
relapsed/refractory AML.

• Questions/challenges that arise with new drug development 
include how to test targeted therapies in small populations, 
and the how the success of personalized medicine will 
impact cost of healthcare.

Please refer to the next section for more information on 
ongoing clinical trials presented at ASCO and EHA.
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EHA 2020 LBA 2601. A RANDOMIZED, DOUBLE-BLIND, PLACEBO-CONTROLLED STUDY OF VENETOCLAX WITH AZACITIDINE VS 
AZACITIDINE IN TREATMENT-NAÏVE PATIENTS WITH ACUTE MYELOID LEUKEMIA INELIGIBLE FOR INTENSIVE THERAPY-VIALE-A.

Clinical Trial Information: NCT02993523. 

Courtney DiNardo et al. 

Updates from ASCO and EHA Plenary and Oral Sessions

Trial Background/Summary:

• Current available therapies for patients with AML who are ineligible for intensive therapy yield limited responses with poor survival.

• As of 04 Jan 2020, 431 patients (median age 76 years, range 49-91) were randomized to AZA+VEN (n=286) or AZA+PBO (n=145). 

• With median follow-up of 20.5 months (mos), the median OS was 14.7 mos in AZA+VEN and 9.6 mos in AZA+PBO (HR: 0.66, 95% 
CI: 0.52–0.85, p<0.001) respectively, representing a 34% reduction in risk of death (Figure). 

• Patients received a median number of 7.0 (range: 1-30) and 4.5 (1-26) cycles of study drug in AZA+VEN and AZA+PBO. 

• CR+CRi rates in AZA+VEN/AZA+PBO were 66%/28% (p< 0.001) respectively. 

• Grade ≥3 hematological adverse events (AEs) included (AZA+VEN/AZA+PBO) thrombocytopenia (45%/38%), neutropenia 
(42%/29%), febrile neutropenia (42%/19%), anemia (26%/20%), and leukopenia (21%/12%). 

• All grade gastrointestinal AEs were common with nausea (44%/35%), constipation (43%/39%), diarrhea (41%/33%), and vomiting 
(30%/23%). 

• Notable serious AEs (grade ≥3) were febrile neutropenia (30%/10%) and pneumonia (16%/22%). Laboratory tumour lysis syndrome 
was rare at 1% in AZA+VEN. 

• The 30-day mortality rates were 7% (n=21)/6% (n=9) respectively.

Figure. Overall Survival 
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Study Conclusion: 

Among treatment-naïve predominantly elderly patients with AML ineligible for intensive therapy, the combination regimen of 
AZA+VEN led to statistically significant and clinically meaningful improvement in response rates and OS as compared to AZA, 
with a manageable safety profile.
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Related Abstract of Interest:

ASCO 2020 Abstract 7531. TIMING OF RESPONSE TO VENETOCLAX COMBINATION TREATMENT IN OLDER PATIENTS WITH ACUTE 
MYELOID LEUKEMIA.

Brian Andrew Jonas et al. 

Study Conclusion:

Over 1/3 of patients that achieved CR/CRi on Ven combination therapy within the two studies (Clinical trial information: NCT02203773 
and NCT02287233) required more than 2 cycles of treatment. Therefore, prior to discontinuing therapy for nonresponders, it is critical 
to assess key predictive patient characteristics. 



EHA 2020 Abstract S139. ENASIDENIB PLUS AZACITIDINE 
SIGNIFICANTLY IMPROVES COMPLETE REMISSION AND 
OVERALL RESPONSE RATES VERSUS AZACITIDINE 
MONOTHERAPY IN MUTANT-IDH2 NEWLY DIAGNOSED ACUTE 
MYELOID LEUKEMIA (ND-AML)

Courtney DiNardo et al.

EHA 2020 Abstract S137. A RANDOMISED EVALUATION OF 
LOW-DOSE ARA-C PLUS AC220 (QUIZARTINIB) VERSUS LOW 
DOSE ARA-C IN OLDER PATIENTS WITH ACUTE MYELOID 
LEUKAEMIA: RESULTS FROM THE LI-1 TRIAL

Mike Dennis et al. 

Study Conclusion:

The addition of AC220 to LDAC did not improve survival in all 
patients with AML. This is however the first randomised study 
to demonstrate that elderly FLT3-ITD AML patients appear to 
have both improved response and survival with TKI addition 
to low dose chemotherapy. AC220 was well tolerated with 
an acceptable toxicity profile. Further evaluation of AC220 
combination strategies in FLT3-ITD AML continue.

Trial Background/Summary: 

• Enasidenib (ENA) is an oral, small-molecule inhibitor of 
mutant IDH2 (mIDH2) proteins that reduces DNA methylation 
by suppressing the oncometabolite, 2-hydroxyglutarate 
(2-HG), thereby restoring function to α-ketoglutarate-
dependent TET family enzymes and other substrates. 

• 101 patients were randomized to ENA + AZA (n=68) or AZA 
Only (n=33). 

• The most common reason for discontinuation was disease 
progression (ENA + AZA 31%, AZA Only 52%). 

• ORR and CR rate were significantly improved with ENA + AZA 
vs. AZA only, with a median DOR of 24.1 months in the ENA + 
AZA arm vs. 12.1 months in the AZA Only arm. 

• Median OS was 22 months in both arms (HR 0.99 [95%CI 
0.52, 1.87]; P = 0.97). 

• Median EFS was 17.2 and 10.8 months in the ENA + AZA 
and AZA Only arms, respectively (HR 0.59 [95%CI 0.30, 1.17];  
P = 0.13).

• ENA + AZA was associated with significantly greater 
maximal changes from baseline (BL) in mIDH2 VAF (median 
–83.4% vs. –17.7% with AZA Only; P < 0.01) and 2-HG levels  
(median –97.8% vs. –54.3%; P < 0.01). 

• Common Tx-related grade 3–4 adverse events in the ENA + 
AZA arm were thrombocytopenia (37%), neutropenia (35%), 
anemia (19%), and febrile neutropenia (15%); these occurred 
in 19%, 22%, 22%, and 16% of patients in the AZA Only arm. 

• Grade 3–4 infections occurred in 18% of ENA + AZA 
patients and 31% of AZA Only patients.

• IDH differentiation syndrome was reported for 12 patients 
(18%) in the ENA + AZA arm.

Trial Background/Summary: 

• Among patients with Acute Myeloid Leukaemia (AML) over 
the age of 60, a considerable number are not considered 
suitable for intensive remission induction chemotherapy. 
Survival in these patients is poor whether they are treated 
using hypomethylating agents or low dose ara-C (LDAC).  

• Between July 2012 and May 2019, 202 patients were 
randomised.

• FLT3-ITD mutation was identified in 27 patients (16%) and 
not reported to investigators.

• Overall response (CR/CRi) was achieved in 26/202 patients 
(13%), (LDAC+AC220 16%, LDAC 10%) OR 1.81 (0.73, 4.50), 
P=0.199.

• Median overall survival time was 5.5 vs 3.8 months; HR 0.89 
(0.66, 1.21), P=0.46.

• Subgroup analyses stratified by FLT3-ITD (13 v 14) identified 
a benefit from AC220 in response (p=0.05) with CR/CRi 
for LDAC+AC220 in 5 (38%) v LDAC 0 (0%). OS was also 
significantly improved at 2 years for LDAC+AC220; HR 0.36 
(0.16, 0.85), (p=0.04). 

• AC220 was associated with mostly G1/2 cardiac toxicities 
during 1st course (8.7% vs 2.2%, G3-4), with no cardiac related 
deaths.

Study Conclusion: 

Combination ENA + AZA resulted in significantly improved 
response rates vs. AZA monotherapy and was generally well-
tolerated in patients with mIDH2 ND-AML. ENA + AZA also led to 
deep reductions in 2-HG concentrations and mIDH2 VAF vs. AZA 
Only. Median OS in the AZA Only arm was longer than previous 
reports of AZA in patients with mIDH2 ND-AML. 
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A study was conducted with the aim of better understanding 
the reality of treatment and approaches to education during the 
current COVID-19 pandemic with consideration of the near-term 
future (<2 years).

On May 4th, 2020, a survey was emailed and/or mailed to 347 
hematologists across Canada. The 10-item survey covered 3 
areas: approaches related to delivery of therapy in clinic; near-
term impact on patient outcome, and clinician education/
knowledge transfer.

Conclusions/ Follow-up actions

There is an expressed need for clear guidance on approaches to 
treatment in the near term. Guidance should consider impact 
on patient outcomes before becoming institutionalized at either 
regional or national level.

Interest in learning continues but has shifted on-line. This 
interaction, while having less perceived yield versus national 
and international congresses, may serve in the near-term 
to connect hematologists to address education needs and 
knowledge transfer.

As a follow-up participating CARE™ faculty have developed 
a National CARETM COVID-19 guidance in hematology. This 
publication shares approaches for patient care and safety 
at clinic in the absence of an effective vaccine for COVID-19. 
Considerations include, but are not limited to: how to manage 
patient load given the backlog of testing and/or patient visits 
caused by COVID; timing of referral and treatment initiation 
(i.e. longer-term planning and considers for patients who 
require escalation sooner); evolving priorities and impact of 
treatment decisions in COVID era (i.e. oral vs. infusion, risks with 
immunocompromising patients, etc.).

This national guidance of best practices will be reviewed and 
updated to acknowledge needs of institution size and regional 
considerations. Timing for delivery is Fall 2020.

05. CARE™ RESPONSE TO 
COVID-19

Demographics of Survey Respondents
Response to date is 62 (18%), with responses from clinicians 
working in academic and community centres across all regions 
of Canada.

Key Takeaways

Approaches and needs related to delivery of therapy  
at clinic

• 71% of respondents agree that their patient’s access to clinic 
has decreased, with 92% indicating that in the near term 
(<2 years) approaches to clinic will NOT return to pre-COVID 
period of care.

• With respect to value of sharing of experiences and 
approaches across centres, 72% indicate guidance  
is needed.

Impact on patient outcome

• 93% of responders indicate that impact on patient outcomes 
in the near-term (<2 years) is not fully understood. Clinicians 
are considering a variety of options to safely treat patients 
in clinic. 92% of respondents agree that approaches to clinic 
will not return to pre-COVID period clinic and 93% indicate 
that these approaches to treatment will need to re-evaluate.

• 78% of responders suggest changes will become 
institutionalized and 66% consider these as not optimal for 
patient outcome.

Approaches for clinician education in near-term (<2 years)

• While 78% of clinicians indicate that national and international 
congresses provide the highest yield in terms of education 
value; in the near-term, 82% suggest on-line education will 
become their preferred method of knowledge transfer.
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The CARE™ Hematology Faculty is committed
to continue providing education resources and
tools in 2020 to support Canadian healthcare

professionals navigating the COVID-19 era.   

 
COMING SOON:  

• National CARE™ COVID-19 Guidance  
in Hematology

• CARE™ Global Interviews on COVID-19 with 
global leaders, Dr. Paolo Ghia (Università 
Vita-Salute San Raffaele) and Dr. Maria Mateos 
(University of Salamanca) 
 

For more information on these programs and
to access other CARE™ resources please visit:

CAREeducation.ca/covid



CHC
2020

10 YEARS

Canadian Hematology Conference 
Is Going Digital!  

October 1 - 3, 2020

Register Online at: 
 CAREeducation.ca/events/chc2020

Join us at the Canadian Hematology Conference 2020 as we  
celebrate 10 years of CHC and 15 Years of CARETM Hematology!  

 
 

This year's  conference will cover key news in the fields of  
NHL, HL, CLL, Immunotherapy, and many more! 



CARETM (Community. Academic. Research. Education) Faculty is a  
Pan-Canadian group of leaders in their field who gather, discuss and 

address gaps in knowledge, to develop education initiatives that frame  
news from a Canadian perspective. 

The vision of the CARETM Faculty is to share opinions and update Canadian 
specialists with news and developments from key conferences  

framed in a Canadian perspective.

The mission of the CARETM Faculty is to enhance medical education,  
with the explicit goal of improving patient outcomes. 

Learn more at CAREeducation.ca

15 YEARS OF CARETM EDUCATION
15 YEARS OF CARETM HEMATOLOGY FACULTY
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